Welcome again to our fun Summerschool, which will take place from June 24 to July
12, 2019.

GARAGE BAND
From Åk 7/Year 8/1º ESO (12 years old, born in 2007) up to 16 years old. The children
will have their own rehearsal area, and being the oldest they will have access to the
instruments as if they were rehearsing with their own rock group. Jocke will be
responsible for this section. The weekly visit will be to a recording studio in San
Sebastián de los Reyes. The children who eat lunch from school will get a picnic bag
that day.

CAMP ROCK
In English and Swedish for children from 7 to 11 years old (born 2012), where in
addition to daily music workshops we will include sports, baking and as we did last
year, a weekly visit to the San Sebastián de los Reyes climbing hall, where the
instructors will teach us the basic climbing techniques (boulder and first contact with
the wall), as well as orientation techniques and pool games. The children who eat lunch
from school will get a picnic bag that day. The third week the Camp Rock students will
change classrooms and will do the same activities as the Garage Band did, although
adapted to their age and with constant adult supervision . The bus visit to the
recording studio is also included the third week.

SUMMER CAMP - PRESCHOOL
In English and Swedish for children of 2 (as long as they are already students in our
school - and from 4 if they come from outside) to 6 years olds (born in 2013).
The children will do many activities: cooking, crafts, sports activities and outdoor
games.... This year there will be a third classroom for toddlers who still need a nap,
diapers, etc.

All access will take place through the ramp on the hill, at the back of the school. In that
way we have the whole hill and forest available for our games, with sandpit and
swings. The facilities will be adapted for the smallest ones. All teachers and assistants
speak at least two or three languages.

SCHEDULE:
9.00 a 15.30 hrs. (There is also option of extended hours from 8.30 to 9.00 am and from
3.30 to 4.00 pm. As during the school year, the price of this service is € 10 per slot).

FEES
 Registration fee 1

100 € 1

 Summer camp 2

175 € week2
500 € whole period

 School meal

30 € week
(Min 30 children)

 Extended hours

08:30-09:00 - 10 € week
15.30-16:00 - 10 € week

1 Will
210%

be deducted from the total. If the child finally isn’t attending the summer school, this will not be returned

discount is made to the third sibling.

To request a place, please fill in the corresponding form and attach the required
documentation. Registration must be done before 1/6/2019.
See you this summer!

Kind regards,
Sita Revenga and the summer team
summerschool@escandinavo.com

